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ARTICLE

Automated fault detection for additive manufacturing using vibration sensors
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aSoftware/Hardware Integration Lab, Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianópolis, Brazil; bFederal University of Technology- Paraná, 
Toledo, Brazil; cDepartment of Engineering and Architecture, University of Parma, Parma, Italy.

ABSTRACT
Online process control is a crucial task in modern production systems that use digital twin 
technology. The data acquisition from machines must provide reliable and on-the-fly data, reflect-
ing the exact status of the ongoing process. This work presents an architecture to acquire data for 
an Additive Manufacturing (3D printer) process, using a set of consolidated Internet of Things (IoT) 
technologies to collect, verify and store these data in a trustful and secure way. The need for online 
monitoring and fault detection is addressed by the development of a classifier using Convolutional 
Neural Networks. This deep learning approach, using temporally aligned vibration data provided by 
the underlying architecture, allows raw data processing to detect patterns without signal pre- 
processing and without domain-specific knowledge for model building.
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1. Introduction

AM allows the development of several kinds of pro-
ducts that would be hard to achieve through tradi-
tional manufacturing processes. In counterpart, the 
process can be slower, and the employed materials 
can be more expensive. Therefore, for advanced pro-
ducts, the whole process tends to be more expensive 
in terms of time and costs. The manufacturing process 
also tends to be more sensitive to interference, as small 
imperfections (continuous or interleaved) can lead to 
quality issues that condemn the final product. Time, 
materials and energy could be saved if the process was 
interrupted as soon as a failure is detected. Different 
kinds of sensors are currently used to verify AM pro-
cesses, such as AE, accelerometers, gyroscopes, laser 
scanning or computational vision systems. Hardware 
improvements allow actual motes to perform complex 
computations, as the processing and memory capabil-
ities continuously increase. Therefore, powerful algo-
rithms can run locally on sensor nodes, allowing early 
detection of production process deviations that can 
lead to a defective product. The results show that 
high detection rates can be reached with the proposed 
techniques.

Performing online quality control is critical to saving 
time and resources. The current quality control pro-
cesses, based on computer vision or laser scanning, are 

complex and expensive. In some scenarios, as produc-
tion carried out under special conditions, some of these 
techniques cannot be applied. When the production is 
also attached to a digital twin, the quality control can 
also be made by sophisticated algorithms running on 
the supervising unit. To be efficient, up-to-date and 
reliable data must be provided by printing equipment. 
Non-intrusive sensors, able to collect and deliver reliable 
data, are also essential to an inline quality control system.

This paper presents an architecture to collect, 
store, and analyze data from accelerometers attached 
to a 3D printer, using vibration data to detect faults in 
the printing process. Sensors run predictors trained 
on data collected from printing jobs with good out-
puts. These predictors can verify if the sensors’ read-
ings are reliable, assigning a confidence level to the 
read values. Afterward, the data is transmitted to 
a platform for storage reliably and securely, with 
a minimum delay. The data is also sent to a digital 
twin, where classifiers can determine if there are qual-
ity deviations in the printing process. As the whole 
process occurs with very little overhead, the produc-
tion can be interrupted as soon as a defective pattern 
is detected, saving time, material, and energy.

This proposal is a non-intrusive automated method 
for fault detection in additive manufacturing, starting 
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by providing reliable on-the-fly data acquisition, asso-
ciated with classification algorithms to verify the con-
formity of the produced parts. It permits very early 
quality issue detection, saving material, energy and 
time. The platform provides reliable storage for col-
lected data, allowing posterior data mining and audit-
ing trails if needed. The proposed solution also 
provides a basic framework to increase the reliability 
of an addictive manufacturing production line. By 
knowing the sensed value confidence, the output of 
the classifier reaches higher quality, as it avoids mis-
leading classifications based on erroneous inputs.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 
a review of the previous works on applying sensors 
to additive manufacturing is presented. In section 3 
the proposed design is explained, followed by 
a description of the proposed fault detector in section 
4. The validation process is described in section 5. 
Section 6 then discusses the results obtained in the 
validation process and the conclusions are presented 
at section 7.

2. Related works

The use of sensors for quality control in additive 
manufacturing is a research subject over the last 
years. Several types of sensors and analysis methods 
were investigated, and several kinds of ML algorithms 
are employed. ML techniques can be applied on sev-
eral stages in the AM process: in the design phase, to 
ensure the project’s quality; performing quality/pro-
cess optimizations to determine the parameters’ com-
binations that determine some characteristics of 3D 
printed parts; doing in situ or post-printing quality 
control by inspecting the printed piece; or also to 
detect cyber-attacks that can affect the printing’s 
results by changing parameters, as pointed out by 
Goh, Sing, and Yeong (2020).

Several non-destructive and in situ methods are 
proposed in the literature. The works also show 
a diversity in the evaluated aspects, related to the 
employed fabrication technique, which also influ-
ences the data collection methods. Acoustic emission, 
images, and laser scanning are examples of data col-
lected by external devices to verify the quality of the 
printed pieces. Several works also used acceler-
ometers attached to the printer’s parts, and data 
from thermometers, encoders, and other sensors 
already used in the printing process to identify fault 

indicators or predict the printed piece’s quality. 
Another non-destructive approach was proposed by 
Brubaker et al. (2018), which used the absorbance of 
embedded gold nanoparticles to detect defects or 
missing layers in 3D printed parts. The authors claim 
that nanoparticles of any kind can be a viable alter-
native for quality inspection of 3D printed parts.

The use of AE and piezoelectric strain sensors was 
studied by Yoon, David, and Van Hecke (2014), who 
applied filters and processing on both captured sig-
nals, used to compute a Condition Indicator (CI) for 
the produced piece, compared to the values pro-
duced by a good printing job. Applying an ML tech-
nique, Wu, Zhonghua, and Wang (2016a) used the 
KNN algorithm to classify the AE of a fused deposition 
modeling process. The algorithm is trained on the 
emissions of good and defective pieces, enabling it 
to identify when the printing conditions are abnor-
mal. AE was also used by Shevchik et al. (2018) and 
Shevchik et al. (2019) to classify the porosity of parts 
produced in powder-bed fusion AM, applying 
Spectral Convolutional Neural Networks (SCNN) for 
classification. The AEs were obtained by high- 
frequency sampling and preprocessed by applying 
wavelet transform (high pass and low pass filters). 
Finally, the sparse wavelet spectrograms are used as 
the SCNN input, to classify the quality of the printer’s 
output. Acoustic emissions were also used by Liu et al. 
(2018), who applied linear discriminant analysis for 
feature reduction and clustering by fast search-and- 
find of density peaks (CFSFDP) to identify the state of 
the printer. In their experiments, the classification 
results outperformed the KNN method. All those 
methods rely on signal filtering and processing to 
make their analysis or to make the feature extraction 
for the ML methods.

Image analysis is another non-destructive 
approach for the AM monitoring that is used in sev-
eral research works. Wu et al. (2016b) compared the 
use of a Naive Bayes Classifier and of a J48 Decision 
Trees applied to images, to assess the quality of the 
3D printed objects. The use of CNN for image proces-
sing was applied by Jin, Zhang, and Gu (2020) to 
classify the extents of delimitation on printed parts, 
as well as to predict the onset of warping on the 
printing parts before it occurs in the print job. 
Images of the unfinished printed part were used by 
Zhang (2019) and Zhang, Fidan, and Allen (2020), who 
also used CNN to detect defects on the portion 
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already printed, saving material, time and energy by 
aborting a defective printing job. Instead of images, 
3D scanners can be used to evaluate the printed 
object surface’s quality, as proposed by Fastowicz 
et al. (2019). They used a contrast equalization algo-
rithm, associated with the local entropy values and 
their variance, to produce depth maps used to detect 
problems on the printed object’s surface. A similar 
technique was also used on surface photos in 
Fastowicz and Okarma (2019). In their work, Scime 
and Beuth (2019) used a high-speed visible-light cam-
era to monitor a Laser Powder Bed Fusion (L-PBF) 
printing process. The Scale Invariant Feature 
Transforms (SIFT) and Bag of Words (BoW) ML techni-
ques were used for feature extraction, and then 
K-means and SVM were used to classify the AM in 
one of the 5 defined classes.

Goh, Sing, and Yeong (2020) show that research on 
in situ monitoring is mostly concentrated on PBF 
processes, using mostly cameras, but also photo-
diodes and pyrometers. Concerning to the employed 
ML techniques, several feature extraction techniques 
are used, as K-means and SVM (Scime and Beuth 
(2019), Khanzadeh et al. (2018)), CNN (Scime and 
Beuth (2018), Yuan et al. (2018), Zhang et al. (2018b), 
Gobert et al. (2018), Khan et al. (2020), Saluja, Xie, and 
Fayazbakhsh (2020)), Deep Belief Network restricted 
Boltzmann Machine (Ye et al. (2018)), Deep Belief 
Network restricted Boltzmann Machine (Ye et al. 
(2018)), among others.

In their work, Gao et al. (2018) proposed a sensor 
fusion model, collecting data from an accelerometer, 
an Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU) and a camera. 
Using this dataset, they were able to reconstruct 
printing attributes with a very high accuracy. This 
allows them to identify surface abnormalities and 
also malicious modifications in the infill layers.

Instead of analyzing images or 3D scanning of the 
printed piece, some techniques try to detect printing 
problems by sensing some printing-related data, 
obtained by other types of sensors. An ensemble of 
six different learning algorithms was used by Li et al. 
(2019b) to predict the surface roughness for filament 
fused fabrication. The temperatures of the extruder, 
plate, and deposited material were complemented by 
data about the vibration of the plate and the extruder. 
Several vibration and temperature sensors were used 
by Rao et al. (2015) for online monitoring of the AM 
process. The authors integrated a Bayesian Dirichlet 

Process model and an evidence theoretic approach to 
perform sensor fusion and detect process drifts. The 
use of sensor nodes, consisting of a cluster of hetero-
geneous sensors, was proposed by Baumann et al. 
(2016). In its experiment, five sensor nodes were 
attached to different parts of an FDM printer. The 
architecture and the data acquisition were described, 
but not the use of collected data to detect failures in 
the printing process.

An attitude sensor – a combination of acceler-
ometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers – was 
attached to the moving platform of a 3D delta printer 
by He et al. (2018) to collect moving patterns while 
printing some good pieces and some with different 
kinds of errors. The collected data were then used to 
diagnose faults using SVM. The work presented in Li 
et al. (2019a) uses vibration sensors for monitoring 
and diagnosing FFF process. Two vibration sensors 
were used, one attached to the extruder and the 
other attached to the printer platform (printing bed). 
The authors compared the error detection of the least 
square support vector machine (LS-SVM) and back- 
propagation neural networks (BPNN) algorithms for 
different kinds of failures.

The analysis of raw data from accelerometers to 
detect patterns, avoiding signal preprocessing and 
domain-dependent feature extraction is proposed in 
distinct application areas. CNN, described by LeCun 
et al. (1998), is suitable for this purpose. The filtering 
and decomposition processes automatically extract 
different features from the input, which are then clas-
sified by the last layer. The work presented by Ha and 
Choi (2016) applied CNN to process accelerometer 
and gyroscope data for human activity recognition. 
Liu et al. (2017) applied CNN to detect different types 
of faults on an electric machine due to the different 
vibration patterns each fault caused. A slightly mod-
ified CNN was used by Guo, Chen, and Shen (2016) for 
fault diagnosis on bearings, also taking vibration read-
ings as input of the model.

This work evaluates the use of accelerometers 
attached to the printer as an in situ method for 
detecting manufacturing faults. The use of images is 
subject to some operational problems due to moving 
parts, illumination conditions, and access to hidden 
parts formed while the printing goes on. Other 
authors also used vibration data to monitor the AM 
process, as Rao et al. (2015), He et al. (2018), Li et al. 
(2019a). However, they used feature extraction 
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techniques before applying the classifier algorithm. 
The solution proposed in this work uses the acceler-
ometers’ raw data, which is time-aligned and feeds it 
directly to a CNN trained to identify error patterns 
previously found in defective printings. It avoids the 
feature extraction process, which can be resource- 
consuming and sometimes depends on domain- 
specific knowledge.

3. Design of the proposed fault detector

This work proposes a solution able to detect failure 
conditions in building parts using 3D printers, under 
a digital twin supervision, enhanced with a classifier. 
Each production cell consists of a 3D printer, instru-
mented by accelerometers to capture the vibration of 
the printer’s moving parts and structure. A confidence 
level is assigned to each piece of sensed data, before it 
is used for fault detection. Data confidence attribution 
is done using ANN predictors introduced by the 
authors in a previous work (Scheffel and Fröhlich 
(2018b)). Sensed data are encapsulated as 
SmartData, transmitted using the FT-TSTP protocol 
and stored and processed by LISHA IoT Platform.

The digital twin accesses the data in real-time, 
using the API provided by the platform, and con-
stantly runs a classifier to check if the printing process 
is still good. If abnormal patterns of a defective part 
are detected, the printing process can be paused for 
human verification or even automatically aborted. 
The IoT platform provides secure data storage, allow-
ing for further model training and/or auditing. The 
overall architecture is shown in Figure 1, and the 
involved technologies used are briefly described in 
the next sections.

3.1. SmartData

SmartData (Fröhlich 2018; Fröhlich and Resner 2018) 
represents a self-contained piece of information, with 
metadata that defines its spatial location, timing, 
semantics, and trustfulness. It is intended to be the 
only application-visible construct in the sensing/ 
actuating platform, intermediating all system-level 
services such as communication, scheduling, synchro-
nization and interaction with actuators and transdu-
cers. The information represented by a SmartData 
object is automatically updated from the network 
according to the parameters specified at instantiation 
time. Sensing and acting through SmartData is made 
just by reading or writing its value.

Instances of SmartData abstract local transdu-
cers or create local proxies of remote transducers. 
Sensed data are encoded as a SI quantity, whose 
type is represented as a 32-bit identifier similar to 
the Electronic Data Sheet in IEEE 1451.0 (2007). 
Sensor readings are configured by the parameters 
period and expiry, defining the sampling periodi-
city and the expiration time for the associated 
data. For remote transducers, a region of interest 
for a given SI Quantity is specified as a 
Space � TimeRegion. SmartData objects executing 
at the nodes will reply to the interest if they 
match the criteria.

SmartData sent from the IoT to a server includes 
the spatial coordinates and a high-resolution time-
stamp identifying where and when the data were 
produced. Using the Poly1305-AES (Bernstein 2005) 
cryptographic MAC, with a key derived using ECDH 
(Raso et al. 2015), messages are securely transmitted 
through the WSN. All symmetric keys are kept in logs, 
making the auditing process for a SmartData as easy 
as recalculating and comparing the MAC presented to 
a third part.

3.2. FT-TSTP

The Fault-Tolerant Trustful Space-Time Protocol (FT – 
TSTP) (Fröhlich et al. 2019; Scheffel and Fröhlich 
2018a) transports data from devices (e.g. sensors, 
actuators, machines) to multiple gateways connected 
to an IT infrastructure. It is intended to deliver data to 
the application despite transient network and gate-
way failures (benign and malicious). FT-TSTP relies on 
node redundancy to achieve high data availability, Figure 1. Confidence attribution and fault detection, integrated 

with digital twin.
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modeling a kind of mesh network in which each 
device can act as a forwarder of messages originated 
by other devices. Nodes forward messages based on 
the distance to every gateway using a greedy, fully 
reactive, geographic routing algorithm. Gateway 
redundancy is employed to avoid single points of 
failure in the system.

The SmartData construct relies on nodes synchro-
nized in time and space. The FT-TSTP is built using 
a cross-layer design, with some control information car-
ried within its messages. Time synchronization is done 
by the Speculative Precision Time Protocol (Resner, 
Fröhlich, and Wanner 2016), achieving sub- 
microsecond precision on an IEEE 802.15.4 WSN. Space 
synchronization within FT-TSTP uses the speculative ver-
sion of the Heuristic Cooperative Calibration Positioning 
System (HeCoPs) (Reghelin and Fröhlich 2006).

3.3. IoT platform

LISHA IoT Platform (Fröhlich 2019) architecture 
uses the concept of IoT domains. A key element 
in the architecture is the preservation of temporal 
determinism in messages for control purpose. IoT 
domains are connected to the Cloud through Fog 
gateways, which act as the edge between IoT 
domains and the Internet, providing services closer 
to things. These gateways also act as barriers, not 
only in the sense of a security firewall but also as 
a design barrier that allows for trustfulness and 
efficiency exploration. The protocols between the 
nodes and the gateways ensure the authenticity 
and the privacy of the communication.

The platform provides integration of data mining 
and machine learning algorithms through different 
mechanisms. One of them is the definition of work-
flows. A workflow can process data at the exact 
moment it arrives at the platform, and stores the 
original and processed values at each step, ensuring 
traceability at every step of the workflow.

Most of the platform is based on EPOS Mote III 
hardware running EPOS 2 Operating System with 
the TSTP and FT-TSTP protocols. Currently, there are 
many deployments integrated with the platform, 
among which can be highlighted a hydrologic mon-
itoring and control system, a smart building environ-
ment and a solar farm monitoring system.

3.4. Artificial intelligence

The fault detection mechanism proposed in this work 
relies on ensuring that data collected by the sensors 
are reliable, and on detecting anomalies that lead to 
quality issues in the pieces being produced. Due to 
the different processing capabilities required to per-
form these tasks, they use different Artificial 
Intelligence techniques. On the device level, each 
node uses a multilayer perceptron (Hornik, 
Stinchcombe, and White 1989) to predict the out-
come of the sensor. To do this, it uses as input the 
value from its previous outcome and the most recent 
readings from a set of correlated sensors.

At a higher level, the fault detection on the pro-
duced parts uses a more sophisticated and resource- 
demanding technique. The inputs are sequences of 
highly varying signals, and the classifier must detect 
complex patterns that lead to faulty products. Time- 
series analysis of noisy signals is a non-trivial task. 
Signals such as sound waves for speech recognition, 
electroencephalograms (EEG) or electrocardiograms 
(ECG) present complex patterns. The 
decompositions of such signals to extract features 
are complex and very domain-specific tasks. 
Therefore, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), initi-
ally proposed by LeCun et al. (1998) for hand-writing 
recognition, can be used to automatically extract the 
features and learn to classify the time-series. A CNN is 
trained by presenting a set of previously classified 
inputs, upon which it learns to extract the features 
that determine each class of the input. This process 
needs very little pre-processing and no previous 
knowledge about the application domain, neither 
any expertise about how to extract the features from 
raw data.

The CNN input is a matrix of values such as the 
pixels of a picture or the values of a signal over time. 
Unlike in traditional dense ANNs, not every input is 
feed to each neuron in the next layer of the network. 
Instead of trying to find the weights of each input to 
every neuron, filters are applied to subsets of the 
input. A filter is defined by a matrix of weights, 
which is used to process sub-regions of the input, by 
sliding it over the points of the previous layer. 
A convolution of a previous layer is obtained by apply-
ing a filter, resulting in a matrix of reduced dimension, 
as shown in Figure 2. Other techniques such as 
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padding, dropout or pooling are applied to help 
extract features from a layer. At the final stage, after 
the convolutional layers, the data is flattened (the 
matrix is turned into a vector) and a dense layer of 
neurons is used to produce N outputs, where N is the 
number of classes to which the input can be categor-
ized. These outputs are the probability of the input to 
belong to each class. The class with the highest prob-
ability is the CNN’s answer to the classification pro-
blem. To process raw signals, that can be subject to 
noise, a window of the time-series is composed as 
a matrix, obtaining an input analogous to a picture 
bitmap. To train the model, the sequences of col-
lected signals are separated in the different classes 
of outputs, as phonemes of a spoken language or 
vibration patterns on a defective electric motor, as 
shown by Liu et al. (2016). The matrix is sub- 
sampled and the filter weights are adjusted by the 

training process, to make the CNN learn to differenti-
ate the inputs in their different classes. The process is 
illustrated in Figure 3. After the training process, the 
model is expected to be able to identify the occur-
rence of the patterns in the input signal.

3.5. Confidence attribution

Sensors can report incorrect readings for many differ-
ent reasons, e.g. by transient software or hardware 
errors, interference or environmental conditions. 
Incorrect readings can lead to wrong decisions if 
used as input on a control system. In the proposed 
architecture, each sensor node verifies its own read-
ings through a confidence attribution process (Scheffel 
and Fröhlich 2018b). An ANN predictor computes the 
actual expected value using as input its last reading 
and the readings and confidence levels from a set of 

Figure 2. Filtering process on a CNN.

Figure 3. Convolutional sub-sampling and classification process.
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correlated sensors. Each sensor has thresholds in 
which the readings can vary, with confidence varying 
from 100% to 0%. These thresholds are calculated 
upon the MAE, obtained in the model building 
phase. This value is different for each type of sensor 
and is determined by the variability in its readings. 
The algorithm sensitiveness can be adjusted by three 
parameters: β defines the threshold in which 
a reading is considered 100% reliable; the parameter 
α determines the velocity in which the confidence 
decreases as the read value gets farther from the 
expected one. These three parameters are used 
along with the MAE of each node. The confidence 
level is calculated as shown in formula (1). Finally, 
the third parameter δ defines a confidence limit, 
below which a failure detection algorithm begins to 
try identifying a faulty sensor. The process also allows 
the isolation of a sensor failure, causing no interfer-
ence in other sensors' confidence calculations, as 
described in Scheffel and Fröhlich (2018b). 

f ðv; v̂Þ ¼
1; if jv � v̂j � β�MAE

1 � jv� v̂j� β�MAE
α�MAE ; otherwise

8
<

:
(1) 

3.6. Digital twin integration

A well-accepted definition of Digital Twin was given 
by Glaessgen and Stargel (2012): it is an integrated 
multi-physics, multi-scale, probabilistic simulation of 
a complex product. It uses the best available physical 
models, sensor updates and other resources, to mirror 
the life of its corresponding twin. The concept 
involves three distinct objects: the physical and virtual 
system or product and the connected data that tie the 
physical and virtual parts. It indicates a set of digital 
elements belonging to the system, in any local or 
remote device they are stored or executed.

As pointed out by Tao et al. (2018), digital twin 
technology in the production phase of a product is 
playing a crucial role. The integration of physical and 
digital data allows the optimization of resources in 
production lines.

At the level of machine control, the system 
described by the authors compares machine actions 
with a predefined plan, as well as monitoring some 
sensed data in order to detect possible deviations 
from the production plan. They also pointed out, 
among others, that high-speed and reliable data- 

gathering processes are crucial to an efficient digital 
twin solution, as well as techniques to improve simu-
lation and verification of the production process.

The importance of big data integration and use of 
data mining and artificial intelligence in digital twin 
solutions is also shown by Qi and Tao (2018). They 
highlight that digital twins and big data are comple-
mentary research fields, as well as digital twins share 
many key technologies with Cyber-Physical Systems 
and IoT.

The presented platform proposes a solution for 
data integration from an IoT platform with a specific 
manufacturing system based on additive technology 
and focusing on the influence of vibrations in printing 
failures. Such phenomena would be hard – if possi-
ble – to describe in terms of physics’ equations. 
Therefore, they are addressed here through the use 
of a one-dimensional convolutional neural network. 
This technique was initially developed for electrocar-
diogram classification and diagnostics (Kiranyaz, Ince, 
and Gabbouj 2016), and more recently has been used 
for detecting failures in mechanical components such 
as motors (Ince et al. 2016) and bearings (Zhang et al. 
2018a), by analyzing data streams containing vibra-
tion measurements. Other relevant applications of 
this approach include real-time monitoring of 
mechanical elements structural integrity (Avci et al. 
2017; Abdeljaber et al. 2018).

The authors believe that a more reliable and effi-
cient approach for the implementation of digital 
twins must integrate an exploratory part, based on 
general-purpose self-learning techniques such as 
neural networks. The simulations based on specific 
models have to contain as much as possible scientific 
and technological knowledge of the simulated com-
ponents. A crucial goal, among others, is to integrate 
the already existing know-how and the capability to 
learn from a changing environment. In the first phase 
of implementation, the system here illustrated is lim-
ited to the first approach, for understandable reasons 
of generality, and because of the longer time needed 
for modeling and calibrating experiments that 
a dedicated multiphysics model necessarily entails.

4. Implementation of the proposed fault 
detector

To evaluate and validate the proposed method, three 
accelerometers were attached to a 3D printer to 
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collect data from several print jobs. One acceler-
ometer was attached to the printer hot plate, one 
on the top of the printing head (extruder) and the 
last to the top of the printer structure. Each device 
sends information about the acceleration on the three 
axes ðx; y; zÞ to the IoT platform each 20 ms. The same 
object was printed 10 times, to produce a dataset for 
the model building and training. On each printing, the 
corresponding time interval with a printing issue was 
labeled as faulty or labeled as good otherwise. These 
labeled printing sequences were used to train and 
evaluate the proposed model.

As the confidence attribution was already 
described in Scheffel and Fröhlich (2018b), this work 
is concentrated on evaluating the fault detection 
mechanism to run on the Digital Twin. The dataset 
obtained by the printings was used to train 
a Convolutional Neural Network. As data is presented 
to the algorithm in intervals to identify failure pat-
terns, the following parameters had to be 
determined:

• The best size of the sliding window over the raw signals, 
determining the length necessary to detect the patterns 
that determine a normal or a faulty vibration in the 
printing process.

• The number of filters used to process the input in each 
convolution, to get a model with good accuracy, but 
also avoiding overfitting and resource wasting.

5. Validation of the proposed fault detector

5.1. Experimental setup

To collect data to create the classifier, the test object 
shown if Figure 4 was printed 10 times on a Prusa i3 
printer, equipped with an MKS gen. 1.2 board, run-
ning Marlin 1.1.0 RC8 firmware. The printing jobs 
were controlled by a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B V1.2 
running Octopi 0.16.0 and OctoPrint 1.3.10. The prin-
ter was instrumented by three EPOSMoteIII devices, 
running EPOS 2 operating system. These devices 
have an integrated LSM330 accelerometer and gyro-
scope, used to capture the acceleration on the 
ðx; y; zÞ axes each 20 ms. The readings were stored 
on the IoT platform.

The printed objects were then inspected, and two 
main problems showed up: some imperfection in the 
bottom layer, and cracking zones with critical layer 

detachment at some points in the walls. Such a failure 
is pointed out by the arrow in Figure 4. As being more 
critical, and the printing time could be better deter-
mined, the last type of error was chosen as the study 
case for the detection algorithm. The next step was to 
identify the time intervals where the errors occurred, 
and then labeling those sequences of data as faulty 
vibration patterns in the printing process. The 
sequences with no defects were labeled as normal.

After collecting and labeling the data, the Keras API 
(Chollet 2015) was used to build the CNN. The CNN 
architecture is chosen based on its characteristics of 
automatic feature detection on the input signals, in 
opposition to other classification algorithms, as 
explained in Section 3.4. The structure of a CNN, 
when trained over a consistent data set, can identify 
the features needed to correctly classify the inputs. 
No handcrafted parameters or domain-specific knowl-
edge are needed to identify features or assign 
weights. The combination of the convolutional layers 
and the filters can find relevant features and assign 
them the correct weights for good classification 
results. The underlying architecture used in this solu-
tion provides nine signals from the three acceler-
ometers (axial, radial, and tangential acceleration) in 
a well time-aligned manner. The composition of the 
signals in windows of N samples defines an input 
matrix with a dimension of 9� N, capturing the pre-
cise relation of signal patterns in each printing phase. 
In such a matrix, each column represents the values of 
the accelerometers at the same instant. As the objec-
tive is to find out the composed behavior of the 
accelerometers that can identify a fault condition, 

Figure 4. One of the test objects printed in the experiment, with 
a failure.
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the 2D CNN architecture was chosen, instead of the 
1D CNN architecture commonly used to analyze sin-
gle time series.

To determine the number of convolutions in the 
CNN and the size of the window size of the raw signal, 
several runs were made with different configurations. 
The window size determines how much of the raw 
signal is used to identify the patterns that can be 
classified as normal or faulty. Short windows can con-
tain patterns that appear in good and faulty 
sequences, leading to many false positives or prevent-
ing the algorithm from learning. Windows that are too 
large can fail to identify short patterns, as well as 
waste computational resources. Once data were col-
lected at a frequency of 50 Hz, the tested windows 
were defined as 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 sam-
ples, encompassing time intervals from 1 to 
6 seconds.

The number of layers in the CNN was defined as 
two, once the number of classes is small (just normal 
or faulty) and the number of input signals is also 
relatively small (9 signals, from the three acceler-
ometers). The evaluated number of filters in the first 
layers was 24, 32, 48, 64 and 96. The second layer, by 
default in pattern recognition, has twice the number 
of filters of the first layer. The activation function used 
in the convolutional layer was LeakyReLU, and 
between the convolutional layers the Maximum 
Pooling was used. The last layer, which makes the 
classification, is a densely connected neural network, 
with Sigmoid activation, and two outputs, represent-
ing the probability of the vibration pattern, represent 
a normal or a faulty printing. In our experiments, the 
Sigmoid activation function presented a slightly better 
performance over the Softmax activation function, 
when used at the output layer. When making 
a binary classification, these activation functions are 
equivalent. The output that presented the highest 
value (i.e. closer to 1) is used to determine the input’s 
classification.

For the model training, the labeled data from three 
printing jobs (out of five with printing failures in the 
wall) was sliced in windows with the specified sizes. 
A slice was labeled as faulty if all its points were 
contained in the printing interval with a failure. To 
cover all combinations of input sequences, for each 
window of size w, data samples were sliced starting 
from sample 0 through w � 1. As the printing pro-
blems appear in specific printing intervals, the 

number of good samples was much larger than that 
of faulty, in an approximate ratio of 10:1. Therefore, in 
each training round, a set of good samples between 1 
and 1.5 times the size of faulty samples was randomly 
selected from the whole set of data points. This was 
made to get good data points from almost all stages 
of the printing process.

In each evaluated scenario, the training of each 
CNN was made in 4 rounds of 10 epochs each. 
Experiments with more rounds were tried, but with-
out improvement on the results, as the faulty dataset 
did not present multiple error patterns. First, a new 
set of good samples was formed by selecting a subset 
of the big set of all good samples, about the same size 
or a little bigger than the set of faulty samples. Then, 
all samples (good and faulty) were randomly shuffled, 
and 85% of them were used to train the CNN model. 
After the training process, the model was evaluated 
against the test dataset (remaining 15%) that was left 
out. The experiments were carried out using the 
Python language, along with the Keras API (Chollet 
(2015)), using the Tensorflow (Abadi et al. (2016)) 
framework as backend. The results of the  

a ¼
TP þ TN

TP þ FP þ TN þ FP
(2) 

p ¼
TP

TP þ FP
(3) 

r ¼
TP

TP þ FN
(4) 

F1 ¼ 2�
p� r
pþ r

(5) 

5.2. Experimental results

Tables 1 and 2 present the outputs of the experiments 
for each combination of parameters. The results of the 
CNN evaluation on the test dataset are classified as 
true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN), 
and false negative (FN). The accuracy, precision, recall, 
and F1-score were calculated, respectively, by formu-
las (2), (3), (4) and (5). For a good classifier, the best 
results are a combination of high values for these 
rates.

The values at Table 1 show that larger window sizes 
get better results. For 300 samples (6 seconds), some 
of the rates start to decrease, indicating that it is the 
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limit for window size. Also, for a CNN with 96 filters in 
the first convolution, the overfitting problem makes 
the accuracy and precision drop significantly. This can 
be well perceived at the accuracy graph shown in 
Figure 5. The number of false-positives has risen con-
siderably for the windows of 300 samples, compared 
to the window of 250 samples. This can be inferred by 
the drop of the precision, which dropped considerably 
compared to the near results. Results in Table 2 con-
firm this analysis, as higher F1-scores show a better 
balance between precision and recall. Therefore, the 
conclusion is that the best configuration parameters 
for the CNN used in this work are 64 filters in the first 
convolutional layer and processing windows of 300 
samples.experiments are discussed next.

As mentioned, the early detection of a printing 
problem can also save production time and avoid 
material wasting. Taking by example the defect 
signed in Figure 4, the time and the material to print 
the rest of the piece represent a considerable percen-
tage of the total. Considering that the average time to 
make a piece was around 17 minutes and 12 seconds, 
it is possible to calculate the time saved if the process 
was aborted when the algorithm detects the first error 
pattern. The savings vary between 36.5% (the error 
occurred nearer the end) and 58.9% (the error 
occurred earlier in the process). The average saving 
was 51.06% of the printing time, meaning that about 
half the total time can be saved, as well as a significant 
amount of material would not be wasted, as well as an 
important energy saving.

5.3. Related work comparison

In this paper, a complete architecture to collect data 
from vibration sensors on a 3D printer in a secure and 
highly synchronized way is presented. The synchro-
nized data is used to train a CNN, which analyzes the 
data composed of frames, and can detect if a printed 

Table 1. Results for window size and convolution number combinations.
Window Size Number of filters first layer/second layer

24/48 32/64 48/96 64/128 96/192
r p a r p a r p a r p a r p a

50 0,821 0,577 0,740 0,780 0,697 0,763 0,778 0,569 0,719 0,723 0,849 0,774 0,764 0,862 0,809
100 0,921 0,750 0,848 0,836 0,830 0,839 0,868 0,758 0,827 0,983 0,765 0,880 0,766 0,961 0,839
150 0,902 0,928 0,914 0,934 0,772 0,859 0,899 0,897 0,898 0,940 0,866 0,906 0,967 0,833 0,902
200 0,985 0,895 0,939 0,906 0,924 0,912 0,987 0,766 0,875 0,992 0,908 0,949 0,981 0,877 0,928
250 0,985 0,955 0,968 0,962 0,976 0,967 0,996 0,958 0,976 0,995 0,967 0,980 0,985 0,969 0,976
300 0,964 0,967 0,964 0,994 0,981 0,987 0,982 0,996 0,989 0,992 0,993 0,992 0,987 0,882 0,930

Table 2. F1 scores for window size and convolution number 
combinations.

Window Size Number of filters first layer/second layer

24/48 32/64 48/96 64/128 96/192
50 67,771 73,617 65,729 78,095 81,005
100 82,675 83,299 80,928 86,041 85,249
150 91,482 84,531 89,800 90,148 89,501
200 93,785 91,491 86,257 94,814 92,609
250 96,977 96,895 97,663 98,080 97,693
300 96,550 98,746 98,895 99,250 93,155

Figure 5. Accuracy by window size and number of convolutions in first level.
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piece is good or has some defect. This is done by 
detecting a pattern that already produced 
a defective printing result. The presented related 
works do not cover data secure transmission and 
storage. Therefore, only a comparison of the results 
of defective printing detection will be made. Table 3 
shows a comparison between methods proposed in 
the literature, using different non-destructive meth-
ods for printing quality monitoring.

Acoustic emissions were used by three of the 
related works to determine the printed piece’s quality 
in additive manufacturing. Yoon, David, and Van 
Hecke (2014) classified the best frequencies and filters 
to identify a specific error (toothed looseness), with 
a 95% confidence interval. They used only direct value 
comparison, without applying any other fault detec-
tion mechanism, therefore no accuracy was provided. 
In their work, Wu, Zhonghua, and Wang (2016a) 

printed only the first layer of a piece and injected 
errors that completely deformed the printed piece. 
An initial study on the use of KNN to classify the AE 
was also made. The authors concluded that for entire 
pieces, new investigations have to be carried out. 
Therefore, and also because the authors did not 
report accuracy levels, a direct comparison is hard to 

be made. Shevchik et al. (2019) used AE data, pro-
cessed by a CNN, in an approach very similar to that 
presented in this work. They only evaluated the por-
osity of the printed pieces, after the printing process 
was finished, and did not cover other types of errors. 
Liu et al. (2018) used AE to determine the extruder’s 
state. The methodology does not detect other pro-
blems that can affect the printing process.

Li et al. (2019b) used combined temperature and 
vibration data from different parts of the printer. The 
data is decomposed into several features, used as 
input of an ensemble of different classification algo-
rithms to predict the surface roughness of manufac-
tured metal pieces, with good precision. The data 
pre-processing and the number of algorithms to be 
executed can lead to considerable resource con-
sumption. As one of the main differences, the solu-
tion proposed here does not need signal processing 
nor specific domain knowledge for feature extrac-
tion. The approach used by Rao et al. (2015) also 
used the nozzle and bed temperatures combined 
with vibration sensors to determine the printing 
quality, with different results for different error types.

Using attitude sensors, the method proposed by He 
et al. (2018) obtained good accuracy results. Li et al. 
(2019a) used SVM and BPNN and also reached good 
results, but with different levels for different error 
types. When analyzing the solutions that used image 
analysis, as Gao et al. (2018), Zhang (2019) and Zhang, 
Fidan, and Allen (2020), the accuracy levels were not 
as high as other techniques, including those proposed 
in this work. They also have the need for several pre- 
processing steps on the image, before it can be sub-
mitted to the classifier, or be compared with 
a baseline image.

Comparing the results obtained by the different 
approaches, the first conclusion is that those that try 
to identify several problems at once showed different 
levels of success for the various problems. So, the more 
specific the approach is, the better the results 
obtained. A second conclusion is that the image- 
based techniques are well suited for roughness or 
apparent failures in the printing process. More subtle 
failures, as filling problems, can be hard to detect with 
a visual inspection, due to vision angles and the aspect 
of the inner layers of volumes. Another conclusion is 
that vibration analysis, alone or associated with other 
techniques, is a good candidate for printing quality 
analysis. They can detect faulty conditions, despite 

Table 3. Comparison of approaches for printing defects 
detection.

Work Input type Classification Accuracy

Yoon, David, and 
Van Hecke 
(2014)

Acoustic emissions Computed 
indicators/signal 

analysis

N/A

Wu, Zhonghua, 
and Wang 
(2016a)

Acoustic emissions KNN N/A

Shevchik et al. 
(2019)

Acoustic emissions CNN ,91%

Liu et al. (2018) Acoustic emissions CFSFDP 68%- 
98%

Li et al. (2019b) Temperatures + 
vibrations

Ensemble N/A

Rao et al. (2015) Temperatures + 
vibrations

Dirichlet process 
evidence 
theoretic

77.5% – 
97.4%

Li et al. (2019a) Vibrations + filament 
feed

LS-SVM/BPNN 66% – 
99%

Gao et al. (2018) Accelerometer, 
camera and 

magnetometer

Reconstruction + 
comparison

90% – 
96.8%

He et al. (2018) Attitude sensors SVM/BPNN ,94,4%
Zhang, Fidan, and 

Allen (2020)
Images CNN 70% – 

80%
Fastowicz et al. 

(2019)
Images Histogram 

equalization + 
depth maps

84.1% – 
90.5%

Proposed 
Solution

Vibrations (timely 
aligned)

CNN 97.7%
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the place where the printing is being made, such as 
inner layers or outer borders. But it also shows some 
drawbacks. One of them is that they are very specific, 
as a change in the printing parameters such as the 
printer’s moving speed can lead to the need for 
model retraining. Each piece to be printed also must 
have its model, as the moving patterns – and conse-
quently the accelerometer measurements – are very 
specific for each print job.

6. Discussion

The proposed architecture provides a secure and reli-
able platform to collect data from sensors. The infra-
structure used in the data storage and retrieval, based 
on the SmartData concept, keeps implementation 
transparent to the other components. Therefore, the 
integration of the platform to a digital twin infrastruc-
ture requires only the exchange of SmartData 
between the equipment, simplifying the monitoring 
and actuation interaction.

The good accuracy, recall, and precision rates show 
that CNN is a suitable solution for the detection of 
vibration patterns that lead to problems in AM, mainly 
in printing slim parts. The high recall and precision rates 
show that false positives and false negatives are very 
low, which means that very few printings would pass 
with undetected problems, neither considerably good 
printings would be interrupted by false alarms, which 
can introduce delays for the conference, or waste mate-
rial by erroneously discarding good parts.

Interrupting the process when a defective pattern 
is detected saves time, once the printing has not to 
finish, to only then submit the printed parts to 
a quality control process. The time savings obtained 
in the defective pieces printed in this experiment was 
around 50% of the total time to print a complete 
piece. This demonstrates that the proposed fault 
detection mechanism can improve time usage and 
avoid material wasting, by interrupting the process 
as soon as a failure is detected.

An important aspect of vibration analysis is that the 
combination of different vibration patterns are deter-
minant to describe a faulty condition. Due to this, this 
work presented an architecture that provides very 
accurately time-labeled data. So, the raw vibration 
data could be correctly aligned and used as input to 
the CNN for classification. The correct dimension of 

the window size, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, defines 
the time interval that must be examined to get the 
best error detection rates.

As the window size needed to determine the faulty 
patterns is small,the delay from sending the SmartData 
to the IoT platform, and next to the Digital Twin running 
the classifier, does not compromise the results obtained 
by an early fault detection. The main advantage of the 
proposed architecture is the guarantee that the classifier 
can rely on the data it is processing. The confidence 
level assigned to each piece of data avoids deciding on 
wrong information produced by a defective sensor. The 
confidentiality provided by the communication protocol 
ensures that no forged data is used as input. Finally, the 
auditability provided by the platform allows the verifica-
tion and validation of any data used by the classifier. 
This is useful in tracking down problems that eventually 
can occur in the production line.

7. Conclusion

Reliable and up-to-date data are crucial to a digital 
twin for manufacturing processes. This paper describes 
an architecture that uses IoT technologies to acquire, 
transmit and store sensor data securely and reliably. 
Up-to-date data are provided for the digital twin mon-
itoring the process. A classification algorithm, using 
deep learning and CNN, was used to verify the occur-
rence of patterns that lead to a defective product.

The results obtained by the classifier, identifying 
the vibration patterns that lead to defective products, 
show that the approach is feasible. The use of CNN to 
autonomously learn how to inspect data, without 
domain-specific knowledge, makes the processes sim-
pler and easier. The use of an IoT protocol and plat-
form makes the proposed solution more trustful and 
reliable. Data labeled with a confidence level avoids 
making decisions based on incorrect data.

As future work, the architecture and the process 
described in this paper will be applied to other types 
of additive manufacturing processes. The production of 
personalized bandages and prosthesis, on the medical 
area will be addressed. Some special conditions in these 
specific fields can influence the product quality. This can 
demand the monitoring of different variables, as well as 
impose restrictions to the monitoring process. 
Therefore, there is a need to do a careful evaluation of 
the proposed solution in these fields.
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